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The more competitive a particular service’s market, the more comprehensive and stringent, or tight, the commitments or service-level agreements (SLAs) offered for the service. For Internet Protocol service providers (IP SPs), increasing competition combined with IP applications’ heightened importance to business operations has led to an increased demand for — and, consequently, supply of — IP services with tighter SLAs for IP performance. Such SLA commitments are based on delay, jitter (delay variation), packet-loss rate, throughput, availability, and per-flow sequence preservation.

In the backbone, where traffic is aggregated, SLA requirements for a traffic class can be translated into the appropriate bandwidth requirements, and the problem of SLA assurance can effectively be reduced to that of bandwidth provisioning. The Differentiated Services Architecture (Diffserv) helps SPs contend with the demands for tight SLA services by letting designers engineer IP backbone networks to assure that they meet SLA parameters on a per-class basis.

Diffserv deployments consist of both edge and core components. We previously described in IEEE Internet Computing the considerations when deploying Diffserv at the network’s edge. Here, we review best practices for designing and deploying Diffserv in the core of IP and multi-protocol label-switching (MPLS) networks. We also offer results from our recent router-based testing, which demonstrates how, using Diffserv, high-performance backbone routers can achieve tight-SLA capabilities.

Problem Overview
In designing an IP backbone network to support different traffic classes, SPs have three key design objectives:

- Commit to the different SLA requirements for each class.
- Optimize available bandwidth.
- Keep the design as simple as possible.

Empirical evidence suggests that designing an IP backbone network for low delay, low jitter, and low loss can be relatively easy: simply overprovision the bandwidth compared to the actual load. Steven Casner and his colleagues showed, for example, that for a best-effort IP backbone with a single service class, worst-case jitter was measured at less than 1 millisecond, with zero loss for probes sent at 1 Mbit per second during a seven-day period between a US tier-one ISP’s East and West Coast points-of-presence (POPs). These
measurements demonstrate the excellent performance an IP backbone can achieve when it’s designed with both high-speed links, from optical carrier 12 (OC-12) to OC-192, and conservative capacity-planning rules that upgrade links when utilization reaches 40 to 50 percent, with the goal of ensuring at least twice as much capacity as average load.

Provisioning twice the capacity as the peak aggregate load is a simple design rule that could help SPs achieve tight SLAs for delay, jitter, and loss. Let’s say, for example, that an SP has 10 Mbps of voice-over-IP (VoIP) traffic and 100 Mbps of standard data traffic between two POPs. Given the above rule, it would need twice the sum of the VoIP and data traffic loads — or 220 Mbps — to assure low delay, low jitter, and low loss for the VoIP class. Aggregate overprovisioning of bandwidth, however, represents an expensive option for the SP and can be difficult to ensure in all cases, such as in the presence of denial-of-service attacks and network failures. In such cases, all traffic classes share the same fate, and if unforeseen congestion occurs, it affects all classes.

Diffserv provides a solution to this problem, in that it lets SPs build virtual backbones for each class on a single physical backbone. This gives SPs the flexibility to have different under- or overprovisioning ratios (the ratio of offered load to available capacity) for each service class. Given our previous example, the SP could thus overprovision the VoIP class capacity by a factor of two, hence ensuring that the class receives low-delay, low-jitter, and low-loss service, while overprovisioning the data class capacity by a lower factor, such as 1.2 (a realistic figure that still offers good service). This would result in 140 Mbps of total required bandwidth, providing a savings of 80 Mbps, or 36 percent.

We offer this example to highlight two key points:

- Diffserv’s backbone deployment is conceptually simple.
- Diffserv’s concepts have already been proven by deployed, best-effort IP network experience.

Diffserv deployment is simple in that it lets an SP support different service levels merely by using different under- or overprovisioning ratios per class. The higher the available capacity compared to the offered load, the tighter the SLA the SP can support. The concepts are proven in that empirical evidence from high-speed best-effort (single service class) SP IP/MPLS backbones indicates that extremely good jitter and loss targets can be achieved using simple bandwidth overprovisioning rules. Thomas Telkamp, for example, recently studied the bandwidth overprovisioning level needed at different link rates to achieve defined delay and loss commitments.7 Diffserv simply extends the concept of overprovisioning to multiple classes to offer more efficient network capacity use.

**Diffserv Architecture**

Diffserv is currently the preferred technology for large-scale IP quality-of-service deployments, such as SP backbone networks. It achieves scalability by performing complex QoS functions, including traffic classification, marking, and conditioning at the network’s edges. Diffserv uses the Diffserv Code Point (DSCP) in the IP packet header to mark and classify traffic into a limited number of traffic aggregates or classes. Within the network’s core, it applies scheduling and queuing-control mechanisms to traffic classes based on the DSCP marking, and intelligently handles all network-layer traffic conditioning and dropping using Diffserv IP QoS mechanisms. Diffserv is not prescriptive in defining the scheduling and queuing control algorithms that should be implemented at each core router; rather, it uses a level of abstraction to define externally observable forwarding behaviors — called per-hop behaviors (PHBs) — that can be applied to traffic at each router. Currently, Diffserv defines three PHBs:

- The **expedited forwarding** PHB supports traffic with low delay, low jitter, low loss, and assured bandwidth requirements, such as VoIP. Router vendors typically implement the EF PHB using a strict priority-queue mechanism to ensure priority scheduling and isolation from the other queues.

---

**Aggregate overprovisioning of bandwidth represents an expensive option for the service provider and can be difficult to ensure in all cases.**
• The **assured forwarding** PHB\(^9\) supports data traffic with assured bandwidth requirements, such as absolute- or relative-minimum bandwidth guarantees with a work-conserving property. Router vendors typically implement the AF PHB with a weighted-fair-queuing-like scheduling mechanism.

• The **default** PHB represents Diffserv’s default forwarding behavior for packets not identified as belonging to another class; this represents a “best effort” forwarding behavior with no guaranteed SLA assurances.

These PHBs support the different class SLAs that SPs offer.

### Core Service Classes and SLA specification

Common among QoS-enabled IP services that SPs offer today is support for service classes designed to meet the needs of three aggregate traffic types.

- **Real-time.** This class targets applications such as VoIP and video. SPs define service for this class in terms of low delay and jitter (typically less than 5 ms within the backbone), and close to zero loss. The class might include a commitment for per-flow sequence preservation.

- **Business data.** This class represents business-critical interactive applications such as IBM’s System Network Architecture; Systems, Applications, and Programming Facilities’ real-time system, version three (SAP R/3); Telnet; and possibly intranet Web applications. SPs define service for this class in terms of defined delay and close to zero loss. The class might include a commitment for per-flow sequence preservation.

- **Standard.** This class represents all traffic not classified as real-time or business. SPs define service for this class in terms of a loss rate; it might also include a commitment for per-flow sequence preservation. Because delay and jitter are unimportant for this service, they are not defined. (We intentionally don’t use the term “best effort” in relation to this class as doing so would imply no SLA commitments.)

We now consider how to practically apply Diffserv PHBs to support these QoS classes.

### Prioritized Diffserv Core Model

Most backbone Diffserv deployments have adopted a prioritized differentiated services model. To illustrate the model’s underlying concepts, consider a typical design consisting of three queues on each backbone interface to support the three traffic types: an EF class queue for real-time traffic, and two AF class queues, one for business data and another for standard data.

For real-time traffic, the SP uses a strict priority-queuing behavior to ensure the lowest delay and jitter service. Once this class is served, the SP allocates the remaining bandwidth, with a minimum assurance of 90 percent going to the business data class and 10 percent to the standard class. Because the real-time and business data loads are expected to be less than their available class capacity, these classes effectively experience zero loss. A holistic per-class capacity-planning process is essential to ensure that this is actually the case. The capacity-planning process might take into account single or multiple network component (link and node) failures, depending on the SP’s particular goals. Assuming the routers use a work-conserving scheduler, the standard class can reuse all unallocated or unused interface capacity once the real-time and business data classes have been serviced.

A characteristic of this design is that when congestion occurs (assuming the per-class capacity-planning process is operating correctly), the loss is restricted to the standard class, thereby assuring the SLAs for the real-time and business classes. Further, because this design significantly overprovisions the bandwidth available to the real-time and business classes, SPs don’t need to reconfigure the core router schedulers as per-class loads increase over time. When load thresholds relative to available class bandwidth are exceeded, the problem is one of capacity provision; it is solved by increasing the link bandwidth.

### Core Design Details

As an example, Figure 1 shows the Diffserv policy that the SP would apply to all backbone links to achieve our example SLA specification. To simplify the design description, we use a metalanguage (see the “Diffserv Metalanguage” sidebar).

#### Real-Time Traffic

The SP classifies the real-time class as traffic that matches the defined DSCP \(Dr\); we assume the traffic has already been marked, either at the source host or by an edge Diffserv policy applied on ingress to the network. The SP assures the
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To ease the Diffserv design’s description, we use the following metalanguage:

- Policy \( \text{<policy\_name>} \) defines a Diffserv policy that can be applied to a particular interface.
- Class \( \text{<class\_name>} \) refers to a traffic aggregate that matches the classification profile \( \text{<class\_name>} \).
- \( \text{EF}(r, b) \) indicates that the class must receive an expedited forwarding (EF) per-hop behavior (PHB) with an assured minimum rate of \( r \) percent of the link speed and a burst of \( b \).
- \( \text{AF}(s, p) \) indicates that the class must receive an assured forwarding (AF) PHB with an assured minimum absolute rate of \( s \) percent of the link speed and a relative assurance of \( p \) percent of any bandwidth unused by or unallocated to other classes.
- match (not) DSCP \( (D) \) refers to a class’s Diffserv code point (DSCP) classification criteria.
- police \( (r, b) \) conform \( \text{<action>} \) exceed \( \text{<action>} \) refers to a single-rate, two-color condition definition. Possible actions are “drop” and “transmit.”

Policy core-policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Real-time</th>
<th>match dscp Dr</th>
<th>police(Rr, Br)</th>
<th>conform transmit</th>
<th>exceed drop ef(Rr, Br)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>class Business</td>
<td>match dscp Db</td>
<td>AF(0, Rb)</td>
<td>RED</td>
<td>class Standard</td>
<td>match not dscp Dr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RED</td>
<td>match not dscp Db</td>
<td>AF(0, Rs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 in the main text uses this Diffserv metalanguage to illustrate how underlying Diffserv behaviors can be defined and combined in a design to meet per-class SLA commitments.

**Business Traffic**

The SP classifies the business class as traffic matching DSCP \( Db \). The SP assures the business class bandwidth by treating it with an AF PHB. In doing so, it provides a relative assurance of \( Rb \) percent of any bandwidth unused by or unallocated to the other classes; here, this is a percentage of the remaining bandwidth once the real-time class has been serviced. As we described earlier, with the prioritized Diffserv model, \( Rb \) is typically 90 percent. Because the SP assumes that most business class traffic is TCP/IP, it uses the random early detection (RED) congestion-control mechanism within the business class queue rather than a fixed queue depth with tail-drop behavior. This maximizes TCP throughput within the class when congestion occurs. If an edge service is defined with in-contract and out-of-contract capabilities (similar to frame relay’s discard eligibility concept), the SP can use weighted RED (WRED) to establish two different RED profiles. SPs can define a RED profile’s characteristics by a minimum average queue depth threshold \( (\text{min}_b) \), a maximum threshold \( (\text{max}_b) \), and a discard probability \( (\text{max}_p) \) at \( \text{max}_b \). WRED lets an SP support multiple RED profiles in the same queue, with separately defined \( \text{min}_b \), \( \text{max}_b \), and \( \text{max}_p \) per profile. This results in different drop characteristics (and consequently, different drop probabilities) per profile. For the business class queue, for example, an SP might have:

- an aggressive profile for out-of-contract traffic, and
- a gentler profile for in-contract traffic that ensures that out-of-contract packets are

---

**Figure 1. Example Diffserv policy.** The service provider would apply this policy to all backbone links to achieve the example service-level agreement specification.
dropped first if class congestion occurs.

The SP would achieve this by choosing a maximum threshold value for out-of-contract traffic that's less than the minimum threshold for in-contract traffic.

Typically, SPs create a discrete class for routing protocol and management traffic at the network’s edge. They can also do this in the backbone, or alternatively, they can service such traffic from one of the existing low-loss classes (such as the business class in our example).

**Standard Traffic**

The standard class is classified as all traffic that does not explicitly match the real-time or business classes. SPs can provide the standard class bandwidth assurances by treating the class with an AF PHB, with a relative assurance of \( R_s \) percent of any remaining bandwidth unused by or unallocated to the other classes; here, this is a percentage of the remaining bandwidth once the real-time class has been serviced. With the prioritized Diffserv model, \( R_s \) is typically 10 percent. An SP can use RED within the class to ensure that TCP throughput is maximized when congestion occurs.

**Backbone Marking Scheme**

The SP can choose the actual DSCP class markings it uses in the core; using the Diffserv-recommended 6-bit EF and AF markings isn’t mandatory. An SP could, for example, use class-selector code points, which are functionally equivalent to IP precedence markings. Class-selector code points ease DSCP marking translation from and to technologies that support only 3-bit marking schemes, such as MPLS, 802.1Q, and 802.17 (resilient packet ring); they also offer backward compatibility with deployed designs and systems that support only IP precedence marking.

For our purposes here, we assume that SPs perform classification, conditioning, and marking functions at the network’s edge. An edge design might support more service classes than the backbone. In this case, an SP might, for instance, map distinct edge VoIP and video classes into an aggregate backbone real-time class. It could offer several such classes at the network’s edge and thus allow application isolation or ease the bandwidth budgeting among different customer departments, all supported with a single backbone business class. In such cases, the SP’s edge router must be capable of mapping several edge classes into a single aggregate backbone class. It can realize this mapping in two ways:

- A backbone class can match several DSCPs. If, for example, a DSCP value of 40 represents VoIP and a value 32 represents video at the network’s edge, the backbone aggregate real-time class would match both DSCP 40 and DSCP 32.
- When the backbone uses MPLS, the edge SP router can set the three-bit MPLS experimental (\( \text{EXP} \)) field as a function of the received DSCP. For example, if the SP uses the \( \text{EXP} \) value of 5 for the aggregate real-time backbone class, the SP’s edge router will impose MPLS labels with an \( \text{EXP} \) value of 5 for packets received with either DSCP 40 (representing the edge VoIP class) or DSCP 32 (representing the edge video class).

There are, however, considerations other than the Diffserv policy configurations that must be factored in when contemplating a Diffserv backbone deployment.

**Deployment Considerations**

We obviously must consider whether the cost of deploying Diffserv outweighs its benefits. There is no generic answer here, as the benefits gained vary by deployment. In our earlier example, if the Diffserv deployment cost exceeds the cost of the addi-
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**Figure 2. Diffserv bandwidth gain. The gain for different traffic loads is expressed as the bandwidth required without Diffserv divided by the bandwidth required with Diffserv to achieve the same SLAs.**
tional 80 Mbps of bandwidth (and the router interfaces that would be needed to terminate the extra bandwidth) then deploying Diffserv might not make sense.

Factors that affect Diffserv’s overall economic viability include its economic benefit, impact on router performance, complexity of deployment, and capacity planning and monitoring requirements. Training is also an issue: Diffserv is a new technology, and SPs must plan to train designers and operational staff to support its backbone deployment.

**Economic Benefit**
For most practical deployments, Diffserv offers the greatest economic benefit when the traffic requiring the highest SLA targets represents a minor proportion of the overall traffic load. As our example demonstrates, without Diffserv, the designer provisions capacity equal to the aggregate load across all classes, multiplied by the overprovisioning ratio of the tightest SLA class. Such a strategy can be extremely expensive when the tightest SLA class is a small proportion of the aggregate traffic. Conversely, using Diffserv offers no benefit when all classes require the same level of service, and hence the same overprovisioning ratio.

SPs can realize Diffserv’s benefit either in terms of using less bandwidth to achieve the same SLAs, or in supporting more aggregate traffic for the same provisioned bandwidth. Figure 2 shows the Diffserv bandwidth gain for different relative loads of real-time, business data, and standard traffic with per-class bandwidth overprovisioning ratios of 2, 1.5, and 1, respectively. As the figure shows, the lower the proportion of real-time and business data traffic, the greater Diffserv’s bandwidth savings. Obviously, if all traffic is real-time, Diffserv offers no benefit.

**Router Performance**
If applying Diffserv EF and AF forwarding behaviors impacts router forwarding performance, the router will support less aggregate throughput with Diffserv enabled and, consequently, the network’s per-port cost will increase. Today’s high-performance backbone routers typically implement EF/AF forwarding behaviors in ASICs, ensuring that there is no forwarding penalty associated with Diffserv functionality support.

**Deployment Complexity**
Typical backbone Diffserv deployments require relatively minor changes to existing router configurations, as our example policy shows. In backbone Diffserv deployments, these configurations are typically applied once, remaining static thereafter.

Furthermore, SPs can seamlessly migrate a backbone to Diffserv by undertaking the backbone configuration independently of the network edge configuration to ensure that traffic is appropriately conditioned and marked on ingress to the network. Diffserv’s benefit, however, will not be realized until both edge and backbone components are complete.

**Capacity Planning and Monitoring**
In terms of operational process, capacity planning a Diffserv backbone is similar to a single-class standard IP network. SPs might need to enhance their backbone network-management systems and operational support systems to retrieve the bytes/packets transmitted and dropped per class rather than per interface. When per-class load thresholds are reached, the provisioning of additional network bandwidth is triggered.

Further, SPs should consider deploying an active SLA probing system to monitor (and report) delay, jitter, and loss. Some router vendors implement software agents that send and receive probes with user-definable DSCP and protocol identities (such as FTP, HTTP, and DNS). Active SLA probing results give SPs heuristics that let them tune capacity-planning thresholds by correlating per-class load with SLA probing reports on delay, jitter, and loss.

In addition to per-link statistics and active SLA monitoring systems, accurate core capacity planning depends on an SP understanding the core traffic matrix — the matrix of aggregated ingress to egress traffic demands across the core network (such as POP-to-POP or edge-router-to-edge-router) — and mapping it to the underlying network topology. The benefit of a core traffic matrix over per-link statistics is that it enables trending and “what if” scenario simulation, letting SPs analyze how the rerouting of traffic when a core network component fails might affect the (aggregate or per-class) utilization of the rest of the network. This is useful from an operational-capacity-planning perspective — SPs are increasingly considering single-element failures when they provision core networks — as well as for understanding the relative benefits of different traffic-engineering approaches.
**Performance Results**

Results from our router-based testing illustrate the tight latency, jitter, and loss capabilities of today’s router technology. In our tests, we used a Cisco 12416 router with four-port OC-48 line cards. The router’s distributed architecture supports the EF and AF per-hop behaviors implemented in ASICs on each line card using a deficit round-robin scheduling algorithm that Cisco modified to support a strict priority queue for EF class traffic.

We used a Diffserv configuration equivalent to our policy example in Figure 1 for all tests. For real-time traffic, we used a packet size of 200 bytes; the business data and standard traffic followed an Internet-mix packet size distribution: 58 percent were small (40 bytes), 33 percent were medium-sized (552 bytes), and 9 percent were large (1,500 bytes). The router had three ingress OC-48 ports receiving traffic from a traffic generator. It aggregated this traffic and forwarded it onto the single-hop link under test – an OC-48 packet over synchronous optical network (POS) link.

Our tests focused on two characteristics that are key to Diffserv’s successful deployment: EF traffic latency and bandwidth allocation between AF queues.

**EF Traffic Latency**

Our first test measured the one-way delay of the real-time class in the presence of interface congestion. To verify a backbone SLA target for EF jitter of less than 5 ms, we assumed 10 router hops through the backbone and set a worst-case delay success criterion of 500 microsecond (µs) per hop to ensure that the 5-ms delay-jitter target was never exceeded, assuming additive jitter. While jitter might not be additive in practice, this scenario represents the absolute worst case, and if the deployment can achieve the worst-case per-hop budget, the 5-ms backbone budget is assured.

The results demonstrate the low delay that today’s routers can achieve using an EF-compliant strict-priority queue scheduler. Figure 3 charts the recorded delay for the real-time class (EF) traffic with 200-byte IP packets through the target link, which is congested with two different traffic profiles.

As Figure 3 clearly shows, the priority queuing mechanisms give the real-time (EF) traffic low delay and low jitter service. Even under 270 percent congestion of the outbound port – with a traffic profile of 75 percent real-time traffic, 45 percent business traffic, and 150 percent standard traffic (measured as a percentage of the OC-48 link rate) – the maximum delay of real-time packets remained below 100 µs. These results are significantly better than our target of 500 µs.

**Bandwidth Allocation between AF Queues**

Our final test measured bandwidth-allocation accuracy for AF class traffic (business data and standard). Successful Diffserv deployment depends on it managing the relative under- and overprovisioning ratios between the classes, which in turn depends on the scheduler implementation’s accuracy in allocating AF bandwidth.

We loaded the target link with bursty priority-queue traffic up to 30 percent of the OC-48 link rate, and variable ratios of business and standard class traffic to an aggregate interface load of more than 200 percent of the OC-48 link rate. We then varied the ratio of the configured bandwidth allocations between the business and standard classes, and measured the actual bandwidth allocation ratio compared to the expected result.

Figure 4 graphs the difference between the measured business bandwidth allocation and the
expected bandwidth allocation as a percentage of the OC-48 link rate. As the figure shows, the router’s accuracy in bandwidth allocation between different AF classes is within about 0.1 percent of the expected result in most cases.

As SP offerings become more competitive and customer requirements more demanding, SLA parameters are increasingly significant for IP service performance. Our analysis shows that Diffserv offers bandwidth savings, relatively simple backbone deployment, and, as our test results show, tight SLA capabilities. Several other technologies – including Fast Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGP) convergence, MPLS traffic engineering, MPLS traffic engineering fast reroute, and IGP metric-based traffic engineering – complement Diffserv and further enable IP networks to support tight SLAs.
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